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What should my company do about it?

Your company should realistically assess its current approach or maturity with respect to human factors using, for example the
methodology in reference 3. On that scale, companies range from those that are barely aware of human factors and typically
carry out human factors studies in response to accidents, to those that proactively pursue best practice. Your company should
determine how to take the next step towards best practice. Integration of human factors procedures and methods into the
company’s existing procedures and methods seems to be the most appropriate way ahead. There are many ways of achieving
this; this briefing note suggests one.

Policy

The company should set out a policy or ‘vision’ for human factors which expresses their overall intentions. An example policy
is: ‘To improve overall system performance and reliability, by optimising personnel performance, health, and safety through
effectively integrating human factors engineering principles into a project lifecycle’ (see reference 2). It is important that highlevel company management show their commitment to this policy, perhaps by appointing a human factors ‘champion’ to drive
it forward. This person needs to have enough resources and influence within the company to ensure that the necessary
changes are made and is likely to be a manager. It is equally important that the workforce - those who will be most affected
by the change - are involved (consulted at each stage and also actively encouraged to set and modify policy and to make
some of the changes).

Action plan/implementation plan

The company now has an assessment of where it currently
stands on human factors, a policy, and ‘champion’ with a
team and resources to develop human factors.
One of the first tasks of this team will be to put together
an action plan or implementation plan for changing its
processes and procedures to include human factors. These
are, essentially, decision making tools and guides that
specify when and how to carry out specific activities. For
example, near the start of a safety analysis, a project team
will usually conduct a hazard identification (HAZID) exercise.
As part of the human factors integration, the HAZID will be
checked and, if necessary, revised to incorporate guidance
on using human factors expertise in HAZIDs.
The plan should also prepare employees for the changes
by providing human factors training/familiarisation courses,
literature/briefings/guidance documents. Again, where
possible, involve employees in developing the appropriate
means of raising awareness.

Human factors integration plan

For every large project (e.g. design and build a new
plant), the company should set out a Human factors
integration plan. This should indicate:
• Areas to be addressed (see ‘key areas’ below)
• How all those involved in the project will cooperate
and communicate with each other on human factor
issues
• The scope of human factors work to be done (and
resources needed)
• Links between human factor activities and other
project activities (programming)
• Milestones (important inputs and outputs)
• Constraints - things that cannot be changed (e.g.
existing equipment)
• How problems will be recorded and resolved

Key areas

The human factors integration plan for a project should estimate and schedule the amount of work that needs to be done on
each of the following key areas:
• Staffing - number of people required to operate and maintain the system; their workload; job specifications; team organisation
• Personnel - competence requirements (selection, training, physical characteristics) for the tasks to be done
• Training - developing and maintaining the required knowledge, skills and abilities to operate and maintain the system; training
documents and courses; training facilities; team training; specialist training etc
• Human factors engineering - considering human characteristics in design of equipment, workstations/consoles; layout for
maintenance access; computing facilities and screen design; working environment (temperature, lighting, noise etc)
• Health hazards - short or long term hazards to health resulting from normal operation of the system e.g. exposure to: toxic
materials, electric shock, physical injury, ‘musculoskeletal’ injury (e.g. heavy lifting; repetitive movement), extreme heat/cold
• System safety - how to avoid the safety risks which humans might cause by operating or maintaining the system abnormally;
sources of human error; effects of misuse or abuse.
The company should identify the relevant legislation and standards that need to be satisfied in relation to the above areas.
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